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A FACTORIZATION THEOREM FOR GROUPS

AND LIE ALGEBRAS

EUGENE SCHENKMAN*

Abstract. A proof is given for a generalization of a theorem of Mennicke

that each member of a certain family of groups defined by generators and

relations is finite. This leads to the following theorem on factorization of

groups.

Theorem. Let G be generated by abelian subgroups A, B, C, such that

[A, B] < A, [B, C] < B, [C, A] < C; then the second derived group, G" is

nilpotent of class at most 3.

Also proved is the analogue of the above theorem for Lie algebras.

Mennicke [1] gave the first example of a finite 3-generator 3-relator

group. In particular he studied the group Gkkk as defined in Theorem 1 below.

In studying Mennicke's examples we observe some interesting general results

about factorizations by abelian groups. Since these depend only on the

commutator calculus and since the Witt identity (cf. [2, p. 201]) is similar to

the Jacobi identity we are led also to a result on Lie algebras (Theorem 2

below).

Our first theorem is mentioned without proof in the last paragraph of [1].

We use the notation <(A/|7Y) (also (M\N = Nx}) for the group given by the

set of generators denoted by M and with the relators TV (or relations N = Nx).

For K G G, (K} will denote the subgroup of G generated by K.

Theorem 1. For r, s, t > 1 let Grst denote (a, b, c, \ab = ar, bc = bs,

ca = c'y. Then G„, is finite.

Proof. If one of a, b, c is finite then so are the other two in turn; this

follows from the defining relations. Then since (a, b} is the split extension

[A]B = BA with A denoting {a}, B denoting <¿»>, and since </3, c> = [B]C =

CB (C denotes <c», and since <c, a) = [C]A = AC, it follows that G =

ABC and is finite. Thus the theorem is proved if we show that one of a, b, c,

is finite. Accordingly, in what follows we assume that each of a, b, c has

infinite order.

Now the group Gr = <a, b\ab = ar) is a split extension [A](b) with <¿»>

infinite cyclic and A a locally cyclic group, since for n a positive integer
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<a*"> < <a> and for m, n any integers with m > n <a*™) < <aé") (we see

this latter by conjugating with a suitable b'). It follows easily that A is

isomorphic to the subgroup of the additive rationals [m/r") with denomina-

tors a power of r. Any normal subgroup of Gr contains an element 60a0, with

b0 G <t3>, a0 G A, and its conjugate by b, (b0a0)b; hence it contains a0~'ao

which is an element of the form a""" (if a0 = 1, consider ¿»rf ' = b', t > 0, and

è-' • ab'a~x = ar'~x). It follows that in every proper homomorphic image of

G, the image of a is finite. Since a has infinite order by our assumptions, we

conclude that the subgroup (a, b) of G„, is isomorphic to G,.

Now in G„,, a(bC) = a(*r) = a? with <? = rs. Transforming this by c~x we

get that (ac Y = (a<?)c ' = (ac ')*. Thus b normalizes <ac > as well as <a>.

We should note parenthetically that b normalizes <a> since <a>* < (a), but b

is not in the normalizer of {a) since <a>* ^ <a>. This is related to the fact

that ab = ax/r $ (a}. We return to the subgroup (a, c) of Grsl which has

the form [C](a) isomorphic to G, (just as (a, b) at Gr) and note that since b

normalizes <a> and (ac '), b normalizes a subgroup [C0](a} of <a, c> with

1 < C0 < C. Thus there is an element cmt" ̂  1 (with « > 0) in C0 and hence

its ¿"th power cm E C0. Then [Cm, b] E C. On the other hand, we have

bc = bs and hence (cm, b] G B (with [5]<c> s GJ. It follows that there is a

power of b equal to a power of c and hence the automorphism induced by b

on C is finite. Thus c is finite contrary to our assumption that c has infinite

order. This proves the theorem.

An examination of the above theorem leads us to study a group G

generated by abelian subgroups A, -B, C with {A, B} = [A] = BA or equiva-

lently [A, B] < A and with [B, C] < B, [C, A] < C. Finite groups generated

by pairwise commuting abelian subgroups were studied by Wielandt, and

finite groups generated by pairwise commuting nilpotent subgroups were

studied by Wielandt and also by Kegel, culminating in the theorem that such

a group is solvable (cf. [2, p. 273, Theorem IX.2.f]). For infinite groups results

are harder to obtain since the Sylow theory is not available. Prior to proving

the theorem for groups, we prove the analogous theorem for Lie rings which

may be illuminating.

We recall that in a Lie ring L the product of two elements a and b is

denoted by the bracket [a, b\, this product satisfies [a, b] = —[b, a] and also

satisfies the Jacobi identity [[a, b], c] + [[b, c], a] + [[c, a], b] = 0. An

abelian Lie ring L satisfies [L, L] = 0.

Theorem 2. Let A, B, C be abelian subrings of a Lie ring L such that

L = A + B + C and [A, B] < A, [B, C] < B, [C, A] < C. Then L" =

[L2, L2] is nilpotent of class at most 3.

Proof. Let L, = Ax + Bx + C, where Ax, Bx, C, are respectively the

maximal ideals of L contained in A, B, C. Then

L2=[LX,LX] <[AX,BX] +[BX,CX] +[CX,AX]

<(Axn bx) + (Bx n c, ) + (C, n ^,).
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Furthermore L] = [L\, Lx] < Ax n Bx n C, < A n B n C which is central

in L. Thus Lx is nilpotent of class at most 3.

Now L' = [A + B + C, A + B + C] < [A, B] + [B, C] + [C, A], and L"

= [L, L'] < [[A, B], [B, C]] + [[A, B], [C, A]] + [[B, C], [C, A)}. For a G A,

b G B, c G C we get from the Jacobi identity that [[a, b], c] + [b, c], a +

[[c, a], b] = 0 with the first summand in C, the second in A, the third in B.

Bracketing the above equation with bx G B we get

[[[a,b],c],bx] = -[[[b,c],a],bx]

which we shall denote by /. Since / is thus both in B and in A it commutes

with both B and A and hence the ideal of L that it generates is </> + [/, L]

< </> + [/, C] < B. Therefore this ideal is in L,. Thus [[[a, b]c], bx] =

— [[[b, c], a), bx] is in Lx. By the Jacobi identity applied to [b, c], a, and ¿>„ we

get

[[[¿»,c]a],/J,j +[[a,bx], [b,c]] +[[bx,[b,c]],a]=0.

Since the third of these summands is 0 we get that [[a, bx], [b, c]] is in Lx. But

this is the general form of the typical generator of L"; and hence L" < L,

and is nilpotent of class at most 3 as was to be proved.

Theorem 3. Let the group G be generated by abelian subgroups A, B, C, such

that [A,B] < A,[B,C] < B, [C, A] < C; then G" is nilpotent of class at most

3.

Proof. Let G, = AXBXCX where Ax, Bx, C, are the maximal normal

subgroups of G contained in A, B, C respectively. Then (cf. [2, p. 177] for

equations on commutator calculus)

G2=[GX,GX] =[AXBXCX,AXBXCX] = [Ax, BX][BX, CX][CX, Ax]

<(AxnBx)(Bxn cx)(CxnAx)

and

Gx3 =[G2, Gx] < ax n bx n c, < a n b n C

which is central in G. Thus Gx is nilpotent of class at most 3.

Now for a G A, b G B, c G C, we have from the Witt identity

[[a,c-x],b]C[[c,b-x],a]b[[b,a-x],c}a=l

with the first element b0 = [[a, c~x], bf of the product in B, the second

element aQ G A, and the third element c0 G C. Thus b0 = CqXüqX = cxax

with c, = c0_1, ax = üq1.

For b2 G B, we get 1 = [b0, b2f'' = [cxax, b2f7' = [c„ b2][ax, b2]a<\ Then

the element [ax, b2f' ' = [b2, cx] is both in A and in B and its normal closure

is in B. Thus [ax, ¿»2f ' = [[a, [c, b'% b2] is in G,.

If we now apply the Witt identity to the elements ax, b2, [c, b~x] we get

[[a,b2x],[c,b-x]]b2[[[c,b'x},a-x]b2]a=l
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(the second term of the expansion in the Witt identity is 1 since b2 and

[c, b~x] commute). Thus the elements of the form [[tr, bx], [c, b2]] are also in

G,.
We now observe that G' = [ABC, ABC] is generated by conjugates of

[a, b], [b, c] and [c, a] with a E A, b E B, c E C. Furthermore [[a, b]g,

[b, c]h] is in the normal subgroup Gx if and only if [[a, b]gh , [b, c]] E Gx. But

gh~x = VtA1 for suitable a0E A, b0E B, C0E C. Then [[a, b]gh~\ [b, c]]

G G, if and only if [[a, bf*0, [b, c]]c° E G,. But this latter element is

[[ax, ¿7*°"°], [bx, c]] with a, = a1"*" and bx = bc°; and this is [[ax, b], [bx, c]]

since [ax, b"°] = [ax, [a0, b~x], b] = [ax, b\. We conclude that the generators

of G " are in G, and hence that G " is nilpotent of class at most 3 as was to be

shown.
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